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DAMAGES DUE TO EXTREME
RELIGIOIJS DISCRIMINATION BY

KEVIN LUNSFORD AND HPD
FOLLOWED BYMONTHS OF

TARGETED THREATS ANd

INTIMIDATION LED BY ARON
KIJLHAVEY, KEVIN BAYAL AND

OTHERS AT CITY HALL

On or about 7 November 2018, a gang of vandals tore down and
stomped on our church's ANTI-DEATH PENALTY sign that was

attached to the west facing wall of our museum at 1401 University
Avenue. Although the vandalism was caught on our security
camera no effort to bring the vandals to justice by HPD was made

that we are aware of We believe that the criminals were
associated with Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship just around the
corner on l5th Street.

The vandalism occurred on 1 I July, 201 8 and the first theft
occurred on 22 September 20 1 8.

Later, a young man stole the sign. Our museum security guard got
the license number, called the police. When I arrived at the
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museum, the young man was chatting with the policemen. I asked

them to take him to jail, fine him $5 and let him go.

He had alarge Christian cross dangling from his neck. The police
said he didn't do anything wrong because he was a Christian.

I asked him to please explain why he stole the sign. The young
man, Choo and I went into the library where the man explained
that he attends Evergreen Baptist Church and all anyone has to do

to go to heaven is say: "I believe in Jesus - Jesus is my savior -
please forgive me."

That's all well and good if the person stops committing crimes, but
it is further preached by Southern Baptists that "once saved

always saved -- and all future sins are pre-forgiven in advance."

I then asked him if Jesus likes to execute innocent people and his
answer shocked me.

He said, "yes - so that they could be with Jesus sooner."

Not believing that HPD would give the thief a free pass, I went to
see Chief Lunsford to ask him to fine the thief $5 and let him go.

Lunsford told me that since I am NOT a Christianthat I "am going
to burn in the fires of Hell."

The "Christian Taliban" has apparently infected not only HPD but
City Hall with hatred against me because of my religious views
and more recently my latest book: SATAN'S GREATEST LIES
and THE ETHICIAN BIBLE.

HPD has a sordid history of aggressive tactics against me
including assault and false arrest. Go to www.georgerussell.net
and you can see photos of the new Chief directing a team of



corrupt cops to assault me and falsely arrest me for taking photos

as directed by two of my attorneys, of criminal trespass and

criminal vandalism that mutilated and even killed valuable historic
trees.

James and Patricia Jones had rented 1700 Avenue S for many
years. On February 5,2015 Patricia died, leaving her daughter,
Heather to care for her father who wanted to die at home as did my
parents.

When Heather began stealing his Social Security checks he got
behind in rent and Heather had let the once beautiful home become
filthy from dogs defecating on the carpets.

The house also became a hangout for sketchy people and according
to HPD Heather was affested on a drug charge and spent some

time at TDCJ. After her father's death Heather became surrounded
by druggies that not only invaded the house but set up a druggie
camp between the house and Normal Park Drive.

HPD would do nothing about the druggies trespassing on other
peoples property and stealing. Mrs. Henderson would call me in
the middle of the night to complain about the druggies and I would
tell her to call HPD. Mrs. Elliston loved to complain and basically
told our property maflager in our office that she loves to harass me.

Our tenant at 1620 Woodland observed all sorts of apparent

criminal behavior and called the police more than once.

Any policeman on patrol, in the middle of the night would see

enough to detain drugged out invaders of the property. We were
afraid to evict them for fear that they would retaliate and blow up

the meth lab we suspected was in the basement.

Then with the Covid eviction restrictions we couldn't evict them.



Heather was trying to sell the contents of the house and my biggest
mistake was not offering her $20,000 dollars to pack her bags and

be gone but because of her hostility, threats, and the violent nature

of the druggies that had invaded the house with her blessing. I
would slowly buy things that she would sell to others if I didn't
immediately remove them, such as stained glass windows and
large furniture.

Then things that I had already paid for burned up in the fire when
two arsonists started the fire that blew up the meth lab in the
basement. HPD knew who the arsonists were and even had eye

witnesses but HPD has so far refused to arrest the known arsonists.

After the fire, the druggies kept going in and out of the burned out
house, taking anything of value. HPD would do nothing to stop
the criminal trespass and theft although there were signs expressly
telling people to stay away and stay out of the house. This blatant
disregard for protecting what was left of our property by HPD is
just one more strike against them.

I showed a police officer some of the bongs, krak pipes and other
druggie paraphernaha and asked that the owners be arrested since
they would have been covered with fingerprints. He said that
unless HE personally observed the druggies doing drugs there was
nothing that could be done and to throw the bongs, pipes and other
druggie evidence into the garbage can.

Of course the policeman was lying to me either out of universal
hatred of me induced by the Christian Taliban intolerant, extremist,
Chief of Police or he was too lazy to make an arrest or two which
would have sent a message to the gafig of druggies to stay away
from the burned out house that was invaded by trespassing
druggies, used as a blatant drug den and eventually was set on fire



and blew up due to HPD malfeasance, EXTREME RELIGIOUS
DISCRIMINATION, and ethical bankruptcy at many levels.

Hostile druggies were threatening us at the scene of the fire the

next day in front of firemen and HPD. The hostile druggy and the

known arsonists should have been arrested that day but were not
and are still at large as far as I know.

A State Fire Marshall came but I never saw his report. It has been

my experience that State Fire Marshalls don't conduct thorough
investigations. When Old Main was torched, the college already
had bulldozers ready to destroy the ruins. I called the Texas

Historical Commission and asked that they halt any demolition and

send an investigator.

The demolition was halted, the State Fire Marshall came to the

scene of the arson fire that destroyed the finest academic classroom
building West of the Mississippi, according to experts from the

U.S. Department of the Interior.

The Fire Marshall was on site around a half hour and retired
without conducting an investigation. When our 1845

CONVIVENCIA Synagogue, Christian Church and Mosque was

burned to the ground by professional arsonists, the State Fire
Marshal went to the site, pulled a small drone out of a suitcase,

sent it up to take a photo. He then took it down, put it back in its
suitcase and drove off without conducting any genuine

investigation.

By law, the ATF is required to investigate church arson fires and

but they never came with sniffer dogs and other equipment to
identify the volatiles used to saturate the entire building. Months
later I got a call from an ATF Agent, who told me that he heard

that the building burned so badly that there was nothing left to



investigate. Nonsense. Dereliction of duty as in the case of HPD
intentionally failing to protect the house at 1700 Ave S. or the

neighborhood from the drug gang.

After the fire the area around the burned out house was cordoned
off with police tape, and orders to stay out of the house were also
posted, yet HPD refused to take any of the trespassers to jail.

The City and HPD was totally liable for the destruction of the
house by claiming that I was "GOING TO BURN IN THE FIRES
OF HELL" because I am NOT a Christian and thus neither me or
our property is worthy of protection.

Rather than taking responsibility for the destruction of our house at

1700 Ave S, HPD allowedthe druggie camp to continue to operate

in the Gibbs woods between our house and Normal Park and to
continue to invade the burned out house.

As soon as we could, we brought in our Bobcat to start cleaning up
the mess left by the fire. As we had been defrauded out of around
a million dollars and $ 100,000 had been stolen from us by three
known individuals, making the theft a RICO crime, with atotal
paper trail of firm documented evidence that had been given to
HPD by Aron Kulhavy. HPD has done absolutely nothing to
arrest the three criminals or to recover my stolen $100,000.


